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Dear Queen Edith’sWay Project Team:
Thank you for providing the opportunity to respond to the consultation about Queen Edith’s
Way. Overall, we are supportive of this scheme, but we have many comments. Because of the
size and complexity of the overall scheme, we will divide our response into three parts corre-
sponding to the three sections identified in the consultation. Before delving into the details, we
will quickly review our goals for this and other consultations:

• Safe, attractive cycling infrastructure usable by everyone, of all ages and abilities, using all
types of cycles.

• A friendly streetscape for all users and residents of the street, including quality trees and
plantings to the extent that it is safely feasible.

• Footpaths that are separate from cycling, that are accessible to all people of all abilities,
and of reasonable width.

• Street crossings that are safe and usable by everyone.
• Provision for public transport using the best available, most modern designs for bus stops
that separate people on cycles frombuses, andwith platforms that enable step-free board-
ing of buses.

• An overall design that encouragesmotorists to drive safely and responsibly.
We recognise that this project presents some unique challenges that may require compromises,
but we hope that our overall goals are also shared by the project team.
Queen Edith’sWay is an important connection to an area with a high density of jobs and a major
medical centre. In its current state, the street is treacherous, and many people are afraid to ride
cycles on it. The shared-use path is narrow and bumpy, interrupted frequently by driveways and
side-roads, and has many blind spots where a collision could easily happen. The Fendon Road



roundabout offers no assistance to people walking or cycling. And the carriageway is difficult to
share, with no room for passing. Changes to Queen Edith’s Way can unlock a route that people
will want to use, inmany cases switching away fromdriving, if only the crucial linkwasmade safe
and attractive to use.
Webelieve thatQueenEdith’sWay canbemade safe for cycling alongside a vergewith attractive
trees andplantings, a properly sized footway,modernprovision for buses, and a carriagewayable
to handle the necessary amount ofmotor traffic. With that said, wewill now discuss the detail of
the individual sections:

Section 1: Hills Road to Fendon Road Roundabout

The proposed scheme outlines two options. Given the high volumes of motorised traffic along
this section, the relatively wide street, lack of side-roads, and the potential for significantly in-
creased cycling traffic due to the city deal, we consider that two other options should be consid-
ered.
It is stated that the width of the right of way is about 17metres along this section. This has been
allocated as 6 metres for carriageway, 4 metres for cycle lanes, and 4 metres for footways, with
the remaining 3metres of space indicated to be a grass verge.
First, we expect that the width of the cycle lanes should be aminimum of 2.1metres, but a width
of 2.5metres is highly desirable. Awidth of 2.1metres would allow two people to cycle at differ-
ent speeds and overtake each other. A width of 2.5 metres would allow two people to cycle side
by side safely. We consider that given the high proportion of school age children and hospital
employees using this route, the 2.5metre width would be ideal.
Given the other characteristics of the street, we believe that it would bemuch better to swap the
location of the verge and the cycle lane, forming a segregated cycle lane that is protected from
the carriageway by a line of trees.
We propose that the footway is placed immediately adjacent to the edge of the highway bound-
ary, with the cycleways adjacent to them. Trees and plantings would be used to separate the
vulnerable road users from the high speedmotorised traffic. Then, the cross-section would look
like the diagram that is shown in Figure 1.

Section 2: Fendon Road Roundabout

The FendonRoad roundabout is one of the top collision hot-spots in the citywe therefore gener-
ally welcome the proposed changes to the roundabout. The addition of an orbital cycle lanewith
priority over the arms is highly encouraging. The design of the roundabout should help bring
speeds down so thatmotor vehicles move safely and smoothly, giving way to people walking and
cycling on the new parallel crossings.
However, when compared to the standard Dutch roundabout found in the CROWmanual, a few
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Figure 1Option 3with 2.1metre protected cycle lanes.

Figure 2 The importance of diverting riders as early as possible so that drivers can easily see
when to give priority.

differences stand out. There are no splitter islands proposed in the arms of the Fendon Road
roundabout. The splitter islands are important in keeping motor vehicle speeds low both into
andout of the roundabout, while also providing small refuge for peoplewalking and cycling in the
case that a driver fails to give way. If there is space for such islands, they should be considered.
In addition, the CROWmanual recommends that cyclists leaving the roundabout be diverted as
early as possible, as demonstrated in Figure 2. This design gives motorists a clear view of the
cyclistswho are continuing along the roundabout, making itmuch easier and safer to knowwhen
it is necessary to give way. Such diversion is shown for Queen Edith’s Way arms, but not for the
Mowbray or Fendon arms of the roundabout. All of the arms should have this safety feature.
Although Mowbray and Fendon roads are not part of this scheme, the best practice here is to
transition them into having protected lanes at the roundabout, because that is where the need is
greatest.
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Figure 3Official “Option 2” cross-section.

Finally, it is important to study all of the lines-of-sight at the roundabout junctions, ensuring that
no important line-of-sight is blocked by vegetation, signage, walls, or any other obstacles. It is
not clear from the schemewhether humped crossings will be used to control speed ofmotorists;
eitherway, it is very important that theorbital cycle lane stay at the same level all thewayaround.

Section 3: Fendon Road Roundabout to Cherry Hinton Road

This section of the Queen Edith’s Way consultation is the longest, and it is narrower than the
other sections. Therefore an unusually tight cross-section has been proposed, as shown in Fig-
ure 3,with a 5metre carriagewayflankedby2metre advisory cycle lanes, 1.25metre verges, and
2 metre footways. We have reservations about this cross-section, but under the circumstances
of extremely limited space, and a 20 mph speed limit, we are offering our tentative support for
Option 2, falling back toOption 1 if necessary.
The main reason that we have concerns about tight cross-section is that a 5 metre carriageway
is not geometrically sufficient to allow two buses to pass each other. That requires a 5.5 metre
carriageway at the bare minimum. Therefore, with only 5metres, buses must encroach onto the
advisory cycle lanes in order to pass each other. That means that bus drivers must take care
around people riding cycles, and ideally find a gap between riders.
While this does seem to be a potential problem, we have also considered some other streets in
Cambridge that host a similar amount of bus traffic on a narrow carriageway. Silver Street is
approximately 5 metres wide, kerb to kerb, at its narrowest point. Buses that use Silver Street,
cannot pass each other on this section. Instead, they treat it as an elongated pinch point. An-
other street that is heavily trafficked by motor vehicles, buses and cycles is Histon Road. At its
narrowest section, Histon Road is approximately 8 metres wide from kerb to kerb. Now, Histon
Road is nobody’s idea of a good example, however, the proposal for Queen Edith’sWaywould be
9metres wide from kerb to kerb, including the advisory cycle lanes. The extra 1 metre canmake
a significant difference for passing safety, especially if parking and loading is forbidden along the
street.
Under other cirumstances, we would like to see a segregated cycle lane on a street like this, to
avoid the whole problem of encroachment entirely. However, we see that in this case the space
needed for segregation can only be obtained by losingmore verge andmost of the trees in it. On
the narrower sections east of the roundabout, we do not see a way to have a segregated cycle
lane that would also meet the bare minimum standards of width for safety of riders. The only
way to do that would be to cut down the verge, but we would prefer to keep trees and plantings
asmuch as possible, althoughwe do understand that the council will need to replacemany of the
existing trees (and plant additional ones as well).
For these reasons,weofferour tentative support for the conceptof a5metre carriagewayflanked
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Figure 4 A possible configuration at the widest point of section 3, with sufficient carriageway
that no encroachment by buses is necessary, and use of a Cambridge kerb possible.

by 2metre advisory cycle lanes alongQueen Edith’sWay between the Fendon Road roundabout
and Cherry Hinton Road. However, it remains important that the advisory cycle lanes appear
distinctively separate from the carriageway, rather than appearing towiden the carriageway. On
the diagrams it appears that the cycle lanes are coloured red. It is vital that the durable red tar-
mac is used, and we would prefer if double-yellow lines were placed between the carriageway
and the cycle lanes, in order to make the carriageway as visually distinct from the cycle lanes as
possible.
We have observed that some segments of Queen Edith’s Way, section 3, are slightly wider than
others. In some segments, the highwaywidth is up to 16.7metres, whichwould permit the cross-
section shown in Figure 4 to be used. This cross-section has enough carriageway width to allow
buses to just be able to pass without encroaching onto the cycle lane, and would have sufficient
space for a “Cambridge kerb” to be installed, thus giving the opportunity to upgrade the cycle
lane to a “hybrid” style lane such as used on Huntingdon Road. Where the width permits, we
encourage the consideration of this cross-section, and it easilyflows back into the advisory lanes
where necessary.
At the western end of section 3, the cycle lanes should transition into segregated lanes as they
reach the roundabout, in order to bring the most protection where the proportion of danger is
highest.

Side-road Junctions

In all cases, we insist that the cycle lanemaintains priority at side-road junctions, andwe encour-
age the construction of continuous footways alongside continuous cycle lanes at every side-road
junction, as shown in Figure 5. The important features of these types of junctions are the speed
reducing features of sharper turning radii combinedwith the visual importance given to the con-
tinuity of the cycle lane and the footway. This makes it clear to drivers that they are crossing a
space where they should expect to encounter people walking and cycling, and that they should
behave accordingly. The principles of the side-road junction can apply regardless of whether the
cycle lane is advisory, hybrid, or fully segregated.
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Figure 5A continuous cycle lane and footway across a side-road junction.

Figure 6A safe, modern bus stop design.

Bus Stops

We express our full support behind the use of the safe and modern bus stop design sometimes
known as a “floating bus stop” here shown in Figure 6. This style of bus stop keeps people on
cycles safe from having to cross paths with heavy buses, and also allows the bus stop platform to
be built up to the right height to enable step-free boarding of the bus, which is important to help
peoplewith disabilities. The separation of stopped buses frompeople cycling is especially impor-
tant on the part of Queen Edith’sWay where the carriageway is only 5 metres wide. The reason
is because the schemedepends upon the ability of the bus driver tomerge into the advisory cycle
lane from time to time. If buses block the cycle lane, then a cluster of people on cycles will form
behind all buses as they travel along Queen Edith’sWay. These clusters will make it significantly
more difficult for buses to pass each other because the drivers will be almost always guaranteed
to be forced to wait for the people on cycles to clear a gap before merging into one or both of
the advisory cycle lanes. But if people on cycles can keep moving freely while buses are loading,
then it is much more likely that bus drivers will find a safe gap to merge into the cycle lane when
needed.
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Trees

Verge trees, particularly those adjacent to the cycle lane, should be in tree bins. Using relatively
mature trees in this scheme will help alleviate the concerns about having to move or replace
trees.

Parking and Loading

None of the sections have enough space to safely tolerate parking or loading within the high-
way boundaries. We believe that the safety of people is more important than parking, and we
also believe that trees are more important than parking. Therefore we encourage you to use all
mechanisms at your disposal to ensure that parking and loading in the cycle lanes is prohibited
and enforced.

Yours sincerely,
On behalf of the Cambridge Cycling Campaign

MatthewDanish,
Member
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